
Remarks concerning the GM hiring process 7/15/2020 

The first step was finding a professional recruiter. Knowing that HSV has several retired high 

level HR professionals, I reached out to that community for advice. I was offered paid search 

firms and search firms that would work for a reduced fee on a relationship basis. I also had a 

person who came forward and volunteered her services for no fee. Karen Bump had a 30 year 

career in the search industry working for Fortune 500 firms. She outlined her methodology for 

this type of search: 

-write a job description to entice a candidate to Arkansas and to learn more about the job 

-Research and develop a targeted list of similar organizations and companies to identify those 

individuals in General Management type roles to approach and screen for interest and 

qualifications 

-Post job ads on appropriate boards and sort thru literally hundreds of applicants and do phone 

interviews with the most qualified of the group 

-give me 3-5 applicants to do a phone interview and determine if I should present them to the 

BOD. This included two internal candidates. 

-Once I determined a candidate was worthy of coming before the BOD, we added another step 

to the process-Steve Bylow, a retired senior HR exec would then interview the applicant and 

also do  reference checks. Mr. Bylow also did a salary range comparison for Arkansas senior 

level executives in this type capacity. Along with Mrs. Bump’s findings of how much each 
qualified candidate was currently making, it was determined that the base salary range for a 

GM would be 175-200K. 

Concluding this part of the process, we then did Zoom interviews with the full BOD of both 

internal and external candidates. 

We brought two external candidates to HSV for a review of the situation and for face-face 

meetings with the BOD. 

After we had completed this process, the BOD voted on the candidates. Charles King was 

chosen by a unanimous vote of the BOD. 

The Village should be grateful to Karen Bump for the 500 hours she spent on this project and 

the +$60,000 she saved us in search fees. Steve Bylow’s contribution is also acknowledged. 


